Invokers – part of the Trifork Group
Winds of international change are blowing in Invokers. We are thrilled to announce that
Invokers are becoming fully integrated with the Trifork Group as a result of Trifork’s
acquisition of the remaining 49% of our share capital yesterday.
The foundation of our strong partnership was laid in 2018, when the Trifork Group
acquired 51% of the Invokers company, as they acknowledged our ability to deliver
innovative and user-friendly Enterprise software solutions based on SAP.
INVOKERS = SMART ENTERTPRISE

In the year that followed, we have worked closely with the Trifork Group to solidify our
unique market position in the Smart Enterprise business area. We help large
organizations drive their digitalization in core processes, deliver performance
improvements and through great user experience improve ways of working.
With yesterday’s full integration into the Trifork Group, our Smart Enterprise teams now
cover entire process from design, to development, to implementation and to operations,
delivering a strong value proposition in the full life cycle to its customer by leveraging the
SAP Cloud Platform in combination with the Trifork Group services, to deliver and support
the digitalized enterprise.
FOR CUSTOMERS, NOTHING CHANGES

It is highly important to stress that our integration with the Trifork Group will have no
impact on our existing customers. Contracts will remain unchanged, our CVR number
stays the same, and the core team of Invokers allocated to your projects will not change
as a result of Trifork’s acquisition yesterday.
WHAT WILL CHANGE?

Part of our international growth strategy has led us to Barcelona, Spain – the Silicon
Valley of Europe, where we have set up an Invokers office in the most vibrant business
area earlier this year to broaden our perspective and recruit exceptionally skilled
developers and consultants.
As a member of the Trifork Group, we are able to leverage our offerings and service on a
global scale, and we are excited to use this as a steppingstone towards new markets
abroad. Going forward, our presence will be felt on an international level, and this is
(aside from nerve-wracking) thrilling and filled with endless possibilities.
All the best,
Kevin Hagemann Petersen, CEO of Invokers

